You Go Girl

American Idol judge, Simon Cowell believes a woman will be victorious this season of the show. He thinks that because the winner has been a male for a few seasons in a row that the ladies have a better shot this year.

Mr. Sun

Not getting enough sun can put your body's natural clock out of whack. Students already have bad sleeping habits by going to bed late and waking up early. A group of kids in North Carolina put on special glasses to block out

You Can't Walk and Chew Gum in Singapore

It's not a matter of talent its against the law. You are not able to chew gum and walk on a Singapore street! It first started so the litter and vandalism due to chewing gum would decrease. They believe that a clean society is better than people being able to chew gum. An incident where a glob of gum stopped at the doors on a subway station from closing made the Parliament Secretary, Mohammad Maliki Bin Osman very concerned. He believes that if they allow gum again more incidents like that will happen.

Smelly Sneakers

Trinette Robinson, age 11, has the most disgusting shoes in America. She was the winner of the 35th Annual National Odor-Eaters Rotten Sneaker contest. Her sneakers were judged on the condition and odor. She got them dirty by Girl Scouts and community walks for charity. She won $2,500 and a trip to New York City. She was one out of nine children to compete in this contest.
certain waves from the sun and their sleeping habits worsened. This proves that children should spend sometime absorbing the sun. It will help you get your beauty sleep!

---

**Slime Time: Kids Choice Awards**

- **Favorite Video Game:** Mario Kart
- **Favorite TV Shows:** iCarly, American Idol (Reality), Spongebob (Animated)
- **Favorite Actor/Actress:** Dylan Sprouce (Male TV), Selena Gomez (Female TV) Taylor Laughtner (Male Movie), Miley Cyrus (Female Movie)
- **Favorite Athlete:** Misty May Treanor, Ryan Sheckler
- **Music:** Jay-Z (Male Singer) Taylor Swift (Female Singer) You Belong With Me (Song) Black Eyed Peas (Group)
- **Performers:** Justin Bieber, Maranda Cosgrove, and Rihanna
- **Host:** Kevin James
- *Apolo Anton Ohno – catapulted into slime by a "slime slingshot" with the help from WWE superstar John Cena*
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